Discovery of Covalent Ligands via Noncovalent Docking by Dissecting Covalent Docking Based on a "Steric-Clashes Alleviating Receptor (SCAR)" Strategy.
Covalent ligands modulating protein activities/signals have attracted unprecedented attention in recent years, but the insufficient understanding of their advantages in the early days of drug discovery has hindered their rational discovery and development. This also left us inadequate knowledge on the rational design of covalent ligands, e.g., how to balance the contribution from the covalent group and the noncovalent group, respectively. In this work, we dissected the noncovalent docking from covalent docking by creating SCARs (steric-clashes alleviating receptors). We showed that the SCAR method outperformed those specifically developed but more complicated covalent docking protocols. We furthermore provided a "proof-of-principle" example by implementing this method in the first high-throughput screening and discovery of novel covalent inhibitors of S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase. This work demonstrated that noncovalent groups play a predeterminate role in the design of covalent ligands, and would be of great value in accelerating the discovery and development of covalent ligands.